
FOUNTAINS AT SEA BRIGHT CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION

BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING

AUGUST 28, 2010

MINUTES

Meeting Location:  The meeting took place at the Monmouth Beach Cultural Center

Present at the Meeting:  M. Leckstein, P. Hellmers, M. Curcio, G. Gorab, T. Bauer (via phone),
K. Winch (Management)

MINUTES

The minutes from the July 12, 2010 meeting were reviewed by the Board.  A motion was made by
Pati Hellmers and seconded by Manny Curcio to approve the minutes.  Motion carried unanimously.

RE-ORGANIZATION

A motion was made by Pati Hellmers and seconded by Manny Curcio to maintain the same positions
on the Board.  President:  Marc Leckstein, Vice President:  Pati Hellmers, Secretary:  Glenn Gorab,
Treasurer:  Todd Bauer, Trustee:  Manny Curcio.  Motion carried, all in favor.

SNOW REMOVAL CONTRACT

The Board reviewed the snow removal proposals from Landstyles and NJ Lawn and Gardens.  Marc
stated the Board would like to use Landstyles to combine services with landscaping and fountains
maintenance.  Randee Schneider (Unit # 4) suggested it might make sense to see if we can get a
better deal to combine services and can we go back to Landstyles to see if they will match the price
from NJ Lawn and Gardens.  Pati Hellmers also said that we can try to share services with Yacht
Harbor or Tradewinds.  Manny Curcio said he has been trying to reach out to Tradewinds. 
Management offered to contact the Management companies for each.  Marc said that it will require
a special meeting then to approve the snow contract.  Management will call Landstyles on Monday. 
The Board members agreed they would rather avoid holding a special meeting on this issue and that
there should be a vote today so that the Association could be covered in the event the area were hit
by an early snow storm.   A proposal was therefore made that Landstyles should be contacted to see
if they would lower their bid to within 15% of NJ Lawn and Garden’s price.   If they were not, then
the Board would have no choice but to hold a special meeting to deal with the issue. 

A motion was thereafter made by Manny Curcio and seconded by Pati Hellmers to hire Landstyles
for snow removal services if they will match NJ Lawn and Gardens price within 15% percent.
Motion passed unanimously.



WATER FIXTURE WINTERIZATION

The discussion next turned to closing the courtyard fountains and front waterfalls for the season. A
motion was made by Manny Curcio  and seconded by Pati Hellmers to hire Landstyles for the
purpose of closing the courtyard fountains and waterfalls at an amount not to exceed $500.00. 
Motion passed unanimously.

INTERCOM / THERMOSTAT REPLACEMENT

The Board next asked Tony Grenata (Unit # 24) whether he had a proposal for the Board as to
replacing Building B’s intercoms and thermostats.  Tony indicated that he left the information on
on his desk at home.  He said he thought the cost for 68 thermostats was approximately $4,600.00. 

In order to confirm the proposal, Tony phoned his electrician, Next Electric, and asked that the
proposal please be emailed to the Management Company.  

Rick Girardi (Unit # 58) stated he feels the Association should not absorb the cost of the thermostat
units.  Don Casapulla (Unit # 55) disagreed, indicating he did not feel it was right to leave it up to
the homeowners to replace the units.  Marion DeFonzo (Unit # 53) asked if this is part of Michael
Wright’s work.  Marc indicated that yes, Michael Wright had installed the thermostats. Pati
indicated that she had learned the thermostats were not substandard, they are builder’s grade. 
Randee Schneider (Unit # 4) suggests letting the owners pay for the material but having the
Association pay for labor.  Marc indicated his concern that it would be hard to compel the owners
to do anything. In his opinion, if the thermostats were going to be replaced, it would have to be an
association responsibility. 

After some more discussion, a motion was made by Glenn Gorab and seconded by Pati Hellmers
to hire Next Electric to replace the thermostats with digital non programmable thermostats. The
motion passed 4-1 (Bauer against)  Todd indicated he could not support the motion as he was not
clear as to what the issue concerning the thermostats was and whether it involved just the low end
thermostats or whether it was an issue with all thermostats.  He also believed this could constitute
an upgrade. 

Tony Grenata noted that the quoted price was contingent on having access to all units on the same
day.  

Tony Grenata also indicated that the electrician will look at the intercoms when he is on site
changing the thermostats. 



RULES VIOLATION

There was a discussion regarding Unit 33 and the violation of several rules and regulations.  Marc
does not believe the Association can legally fine Unit # 33 since the Association is the owner of that
Unit and a landlord cannot fine its own tenant.  The proper remedy if a tenant is breaking its
landlord’s rules is to evict the tenant from the premises. 

Pati noted that the tenant has broken multiple rules and regulations.  The tenant’s child had been
seen in the pool and river unsupervised.  Tony Grenata (Unit # 24) thinks we should file for eviction. 
Marc said an eviction could be commenced, but he believes it would be difficult, if not impossible
to get a new tenant in Unit # 33 since the unit is in the midst of foreclosure proceedings initiated by
the mortgage company of the Unit’s former owner.   

Glenn Gorab thinks the ramifications of having a problem with someone getting injured outweighs
the $1,000 per month in rent which the Association is receiving.

Pati Hellmers said there is only another couple of weeks for the season and also noted that a warning
letter had already been sent to the tenant.  She hoped that the violations would not continue. Manny
indicated he agreed that due to the foreclosure proceedings, it would be  extremely difficult to rent
out the unit to a new tenant.  He felt the rental income was important to the Association and was not
in favor of trying to evict the tenant.

After further discussion the Board agreed that it would not commence eviction proceedings.  This
discussion could be continued next summer if necessary.

 

SETTLEMENT OF POTENTIAL LITIGATION

Marc stated the Board has been talking about ways of settling issues to avoid litigation. He noted
that Michelle Foster (Unit 45) has been working with the Association toward finding an amicable
way to repair damage which was apparently caused by the roofing subcontractor of Michael Wright
during Building B’s reconstruction.  Michelle had obtained quotes to repair her unit, and the
Association also had sought out estimates.  Fortunately the Association had been able to get a lower
price than Michelle to make her unit whole.  The estimate obtained by the Association is only
$27,500 while Michelle’s quote had been in the $48,000.00 range. 

Marc indicated that the Association has the money to make these repairs without the necessity of
assessing anyone.  He further noted that the Association’s attorney is in the process of drafting a
settlement agreement.  The contractor, ADR Construction, has already gotten his permits and is just
waiting for the settlement agreement to be signed.  Everything will be replaced in the Unit “as is”
and there will be no upgrades. 



A motion was made by Pati Hellmers and seconded by  Manny Curcio to authorize a settlement of
$27,500.00 to complete the work on Unit 45.  Motion carried 4–0 (Bauer abstained).  Todd feels that
since he is new to the Board, he is not familiar enough with the situation to intelligently vote on the
question.  He therefore is choosing to abstain from the vote. 

MAINTENANCE

Don Casapulla (Unit # 55) asked if there can be a discussion to hire Ed Santiago (Unit #’s 28 & 62)
to conduct the maintenance for the Association.  Manny said that right now Todd Bauer is doing a
cost estimate of what the Association has paid  for maintenance repairs, and the Board will then sit
down and look at all of the Association’s needs. 

Don Casapulla said the way he understands it, it will not cost the Association any extra money than
what is being paid now, Don also said that Ed is willing to just perform the maintenance and not
management.  Todd feels we should wait until all of the bills are in for the summer season, and then
he will present the numbers to the Board for discussion. 

RESOLUTION TO DEFER EXCESS FUNDS

Management presented the Board with a Resolution that had been prepared by the Association’s
auditor with regard to deferring excess funds.  A motion was made by Manny Curcio and seconded
by Pati Hellmers to approve the resolution to defer any excess funds to the 2011 budget for taxation
purposes.  Motion carried unanimously.

ADJOURNMENT

Marc asked whether anyone had anything further for the Board.  No one had anything further. As
such, upon motion by Manny and seconded by Glenn, the meeting was adjourned at 12:20PM.

The Board’s next regular meeting is scheduled for December 13, 2010 at 7pm.


